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i
Abstract
This dissertation is the result of two years of work in Autonomous Systems Labora-
tory at the University of Nevada, Reno. It mainly focuses onMulti-Agent control of
drones. Recently, with the advent of powerful embedded processors, drones have
become flying resource constrained high-performance embedded control systems.
Aswith any traditional control system, sampling of information is desired at all the
times. However, this is not practical. Hence there is need of a strategy where the
sampling is done only when required while still maintaining the stability of con-
trol system. This thesis presents two such strategies 1) Event-Triggered Consensus
Control and 2) Self-Triggered Consensus Control. In addition this thesis presents
improvements in these two strategies as presented in first two chapters.
Contributions from this thesis include 1) distributed event-triggered control has
been developed for a more general high- order nonlinear Multi-agent systems, 2)
The impacts from practical imperfections, e.g. system uncertainties, have been con-
sidered, 3) A novel co-model of networked multi-agent consensus control, 4) A
novel optimal co-design has been proposed including an admission control scheme
from network aspect that allows new agents to be admitted into network based on
network usage history and physical system requirement and an optimal control
scheme; and 5) Consensus stability is guaranteed using Lyapunov Theory.
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Past decade has witnessed an unprecedented growth in reasearch for Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) both in military and nonmilitary fronts. They have be-
come ubiquitous in almost every military operations which includes domestic and
overseas missions. With rapidly advancing technology, open source nature of the
flight controllers, and significantly lesser costs than before, companies around the
world are delving into UAV market as one of the upcoming lucrative investments.
Companies like Amazon Inc., Dominos Pizza Inc. have had some successful test
runs which again solidifies the research opportunities. Delivery services and recre-
ational uses seems to have increased in the past 3-4 years which has let the Federal
Aviation Administration to update their rules and regulations. Mapping, Survey-
ing and search/rescue mission are some of the applications of UAVs that are most
appealing. Making these applications airborne cuts the time and cost at consider-
able and affordable levels.
Using UAVs for operations has advantages in both response time and need of
manpower compared to piloted aricrafts. Obtaining prior information of a per-
son/people in distress can become a deciding factor for a successful mission. It can
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help in making critical decision as which location or type of helicopter / vehicle
to be used for extraction, equipment to bring and how many crew members that
are needed. The idea here is to make this system of UAVs automated to coordinate
with each other without human intervention (other than high level commands like
takeoff and land).
Researchers and Military experts have recognized the use of drones for search
and rescue missions to be of utmost importance. Year 2016 saw a first of its kind
UAV search and rescue symposium held in Nevada. The objective was to give a
platform for UAV enthusiasts and researchers and share their experiences and con-
cerns while using UAVs as first responders.
The biggest drawback of using an aerial vehicle for inspection/search/rescue
mission is its airborne time. The batteries used are big and heavy which increases
the weight and decreases the flight time. One can go about solving this issue by
using a swarm of UAVs which would inspect/search a given area in less amount of
time. This has advantage in both response time and need for lesser man power.
1.1 Problem Description
The main challenges for Multiple Drone Control (MDC) includes 1) Address the
periodic sampling frequency issue of information of assets so as to maintain sta-
bility; 2) Optimize the communication channel while providing minimum Quality
of Service (QoS); 3) Optimal control strategy which includes non-linearity in state
space model; 4) Optimal control in presence of uncertainties; 5) Admitting new
agents for dynamic agents in the Networked Multi-Agent System (MAS) Scenario.
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1.2 Contributions
This dissertation aims at building a hardware and a software platform for commu-
nication of multiple UAVs upon which additional control algorithms can be im-
plementated. It starts with building a DJI S1000 octacopter from the ground up.
The components used are specified in the following sections. The idea here is to
make a drone that can autonomously travel to specified location with safety fea-
tures like geofencing and land on emergency situations. The user has to provide
the necessary commands like GPS locations and takeoff/land commands via a Ra-
dio Controller (RC) remote. At any point of the flight, the UAV should be able to
receive new commands from the ground control stations (GCS). After successful
implementation, the UAV would not be restricted to the range of RC remote. It
would be able to travel greater distances given the GPS signal remains operational
in the field. This is possible at a global scale with limitation of only the batteries
and flight time.
Following figure 1.1 shows the scope and contributions according to the chap-
ters of this thesis.
1.3 Related Work on communication of MAS
There are many videos and online resources which are helpful in making a drone
from the ground up. The uploading of firmware on to pixhawk controller is made
fairly straight forward and minimalistic knowledge of programming on the users
part.
Streamlining the related work and the purpose of this dissertation, Multiagent
control, quiet a few researchers have been successful in implementing a swarm
of agents to collaborate and complete specific missions. In [1] Vijay Kumar et.al
4
Figure 1.1: Scope of Thesis
have implemented a communication system for multiple robots. Similar strategy is
presented here and UAVs are taken into account.
In addition, Miguel Duarte et.al. in Evolution of collective behaviors for a real
swarm of aquatic surface robots, presents for the first time, a swarm of surface
water bots collaborating for consensus in heading and positions. They present a
mathematical model, their simulations and a proof-of-concept experiment which
is performed in real time. This thesis presents a similar approach in delving into




Event Triggered Distributed Adaptive
Consensus Control for High-order
Nonlinear Multi-Agent Systems in
presence of system uncertainties
2.1 Abstract
In this paper, a novel event-triggered distributed adaptive consensus con-
trol strategy has been developed for high-order nonlinear multi-agent systems
(MAS) with uncertain system dynamics. Compared with most existing results,
proposed approach contributes on two main aspects, i.e. 1) distributed event-
triggered control has been developed for a more general high-order nonlinear
MAS, and 2) The impacts from practical imperfections, e.g. system uncertain-
ties, have been considered. Firstly, the system uncertainties are considered as
bounded with a given upper bound. Through incorporating the upper bound
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of system uncertainties, a novel distributed event-triggered condition has been
developed that can maintain the consensus of uncertain nonlinear MAS. Then,
the system uncertainties are considered as unknown completely. A novel event-
triggered distributed adaptive consensus control has been developed. For han-
dling the unknown system dynamics, a series of novel distributed adaptive es-
timators have been designed to learn the system dynamics by using measured
system data. Then, using the learnt system, the distributed event-triggered con-
dition can be attained. Lyapunov stability analysis have been adopted to demon-
strate the stability of developednovel event-triggereddistributed consensus con-
trol. Eventually, simulation results are provided to verify the effectiveness of
proposed designs.
Keywords- Event Triggered, Consensus Control, System uncertainities, High
order Nonlinear, Multi-agent, Distributed Adaptive.
2.2 Introduction
For the past few decades, research on time-based periodic sampling scheme has
been dominant in most aspects of modern feedback control such as sample-data
system [1], multi-agent systems (MAS) [2-3] and so on. However, with the appear-
ance of more and more distributed control systems, there is a demand for time-
based periodic control scheme which requires suitable communication bandwidth
to transmit the feedback information between sensors, controllers and actuators [4].
This in turn lead to insufficient network resources in the practicalMAS [5-6]. There-
fore, event-driven sampling and feedback control methodologies [7-8] have been
developed as an alternative to the time-driven techniques for reducing the com-
munication burden. The main idea behind these schemes is that the sampling of
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system states and executing control inputs are based on an event triggering condi-
tionwhich is derived byusingMAS system states [8]. The input-to-state stability
(ISS) property of event -triggered control scheme is analyzed by [9-10] by deriving
an event-trigger condition which is based on the norm of the error of the current
and the most previous received state vector at the controller. In [9], the controller
kept the latest received system state vector from the sensor until a new system state
vector is received when the event trigger condition is not satisfied. After receiv-
ing a new state vector, the measured state error is reset to zero until the next event
trigger condition is not satisfied. In [13], the authors introduced a new trig-
ger condition to achieve optimality by using optimal stopping theory [14]. Until
now, the schemes in [9] [13-14] are usually classified as Zero-Order-Hold (ZOH)
event-triggered control schemes since measured state and designed control inputs
are held constant during two triggered events. The system matrices are needed to
design a stabilizing gain matrix. The event-triggered control schemes and stability
analysis have been considered for centralized and decentralized control system [4],
[11-12]. Garcia and Antsaklis [19] introduced a model-based event-triggered
control scheme for continuous-time system by using a known systemmodel. Here,
the model, in the form of a state estimator or observer, generates the estimated
system states and associated trigger condition which is shown to save more com-
munication resources over ZOH-based event triggered control schemes. Despite
these similar works [9-14] [19], the event triggering condition and associated con-
troller designs are addressed for continuous-time linear systems needing explicit
knowledge of systemdynamics [9-14] or using amodel with bounded uncertainties
[19]. Nevertheless, the studies mentioned earlier are limited in linear multi-agent
environment with bounded systemmodels. However, this is not true for many real
world applications as they exhibit non-linear behavior. Hence study of non-linear
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behavior and non-linear systemmodels becomes important in multi-agent systems
[29]-[30]. Aforementioned non-linear studies deal with bounded systems and do
not delve into system uncertainties. This is especially true when heterogeneous
multi-agent system is deployed on field.
Therefore, this paper presents a novel adaptive model-based event-triggered
consensus control scheme and associated stability and consensus analysis for het-
erogeneous high order non-linear MAS with system uncertainties.
Thus the main contributions of this paper include: 1) a novel distributed event-
triggering condition and associated distributed consensus control design for MAS;
2) an online nonperiodically tuneddistributed adaptivemodel-based event-triggered
consensus control scheme to relax the requirement of full system dynamics and to
construct uncertainties online; and, 3) the demonstration of the closed-loop stability
in the presence of system uncertainties. Comparedwith [19], our proposed scheme
can relax the assumption thatmodel uncertainties need to be small [19] and reduces
more network traffic than [8] [19] after the model uncertainties are estimated. It is
found from this work that when the MAS dynamics are uncertain, the MAS states




We will state some formal definitions about algebraic graph theory. One can find
detailed explanation in [16] The connectivity ofMAS is generally represented through
using graph theory [11]. Specifically, an undirected graph is expressed as G =
{V,E} , where V = {1, 2, ....N} represents a set of vertices with N being the last
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vertex, and the related edge set E defined as E ⊆ {(i, j) : i, j ∈ V, i 6= j}. Then, the
edges can be used to represent a bidirectional communication links in MAS where
vertices are distributed agents. Similar to [4], the adjacency matrix A(G) = (aij)
∀i, j = 1, 2, ...N , with element aij defined as aij = 1 if and only if (i, j) ∈ E and
aij = 0, otherwise. The communication graph can be defined as connected when
there is a path connecting each pair of distinct vertices. Each agent in the MAS
is assumed to have equal omni-directional communication and sensing capability
which indicates that there is a mutual communication within the connected MAS.
Mathematically, the adjacency matrix is symmetric, i.e. AT = A , and the com-
munication graph is undirected. An undirected communication graph topology
example is demonstrated in Figure 1.
Figure 2.1: An undirected Graph representing communication between 4 agents
Moreover, the degree matrix of communication graph G is defined as D =
diag{A} where the diagonal element dij is given as dij =
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
aij . Further, The
Laplacian matrix L = {lij} ∈ <N×N ,∀i, j = 1, 2, ....N, can be represented as L =
D − A.
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2.3.2 Distributed Event-triggered Consensus Control
Consider a system of multiple agents governed by the control law as follows:
ẋi(t) = fi(x) + ui(t) + di(t) ∀i, j = 1, 2, .....N (2.1)
where xi(t), fi(x), gi(x) ∈ <N , ui(t) ∈ <M , di(t)are the system states, a non-linear
function, an arbitrary function based on system states and control inputs for agent
i, and disturbance respectively.
Based on [14], the control input can be designed as follows
ui(t) = −f̂ i(x)−
N∑
ij=1,i 6=j
aij (xi(t)− xj(t)) ∀i, j = 1, 2, .....N (2.2)
where aij denotes the connectivity between agent i and agent j [14] and f̂ i(x) is un-
certainty. Note: the uncertainty anddisturbance are bounded, i.e.
∥∥∥fi(x)− f̂ i(x)∥∥∥ ≤
∆i, and‖di(t)‖ ≤ dm Next we consider the event-trigger control scenario. Here we
distinguish the input in two different cases. One where the event has been trig-
gered and the other where event is not yet triggered. For both the cases, state x̂i(t)
can be defined as follows:
x̂i(t) =

xi(t), if event is triggered
xi(tk), if event is not triggered
∀i, j = 1, 2, .....N (2.3)
where xi(tk) is the latest triggered event for agent i at time tk. Further the error
measurements can be expressed as
ei(t) = x̂i(t)− xi(t) ∀i, j = 1, 2, .....N (2.4)
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From (4), it can be inferred that when the event is triggered the error will go to zero
as the system is expected to transmit the information between agents as specified
by the adjacency matrix. Using (1), (2), (3) and (4) the event triggered input control
uET,i(t) can be expressed as follows:
uET,i(t) = −f̂ i(x̂i(t)) + x̂i(t)−
N∑
j=1
aij(xi(t)− xj(t)) ∀i, j = 1, 2, .....N (2.5)
The measured state and control inputs are held to their values between any two
triggered events, state measurement errors might increase quickly in Zero Order
Hold event-triggered control scheme. To overcome this shortcoming amodel based
scheme is introduced in [15] where a model-based estimator is employed to extrap-
olate missing data points between events. However, [15] proposed a fixed model
based estimator which is not a practical approach. Therefore, in this paper we
present an adaptive model based estimator. In figure 2, the block diagram describ-
ing the adaptive model-based event-triggered consensus control is shown. Here
the adaptive estimator is responsible for extrapolating the missing control inputs
between events.
Figure 2.2: Adaptive model-based event-triggered control system
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2.4 ZOH and fixed model-based event-triggered con-
trol design
In this section traditional ZOH event triggered control for a system with bounded
uncertainty is discussed. Moreover, it is assumed that the communication delay is
negligible and the initial conditions of the system are non-zero and finite.
2.4.1 ZOH Distributed Event-Triggered Consensus Control
Different from periodic sampling scenario, the ZOH distributed event-triggered
consensus controller might not receive the system state at every sampling time in-
stant. Hence the distributed consensus controller will hold the latest received local
system state and its neighbors latest received vector for control input design until
the new local state vector and its neighbors new state vector are received due to
an event caused by condition when local state measurement error ei,k exceeds the
threshold. Now, consider the heterogeneous MAS (1), and the ZOH distributed
event-triggered consensus control for agent i is given by
ui(t) =





when event not triggered
− f̂ (xi,ET (t)) + xi,ET (t)−
∑
j∈Ni
aij (xi,ET (t)− xj,ET (t))
when event triggered
∀i, j = 1, 2, .....N
(2.6)
Here and are states of agent i and agent j respectively. Moreover, the states are the
latest local state measurements at time t. These states remain constant until a new
measurement update cycle is triggered. The new update can be denoted by . The
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(xi(t)− xj(t)), if event is not triggered
∀i, j = 1, 2, .....N
(2.7)
After substituting the control input ui(t) from (6) and (1), the closed-loop system
dynamics due to the ZOH distributed event-triggered consensus control input can
be expressed as
ẋi(t) = fi (xi(t))− f̂ i (x̂i(t))−
N∑
j=1
aij (x̂i(t)− x̂j(t ))+di(t) ∀i, j = 1, 2, .....N (2.8)
Obviously if the hold time of the ZOH distributed event-triggered consensus
control system is too large theMASwill not be stable. To deduce the stability of the
MASweprove that the error has to be less than a certain threshold value. Following
theorem shows error threshold condition and the proof is also stated. In this paper
‖•‖ denotes Frobenius norm.
Theorem 1 (ZOHDistributed Event Triggering Condition for multi agent system con-
sensus)
In distributed event-triggeredmulti agent system (1), the event should be triggered
and controller should be updated when the following is satisfied
‖ei(t)‖2 ≤






) ∀i, j = 1, 2, .....N (2.9)
where zi(t) = L× Σ (xi(t)− xj(t)) with 0 < σi < 1 and l1 < 0.9Ni ,0 < l2 < 1− l1Ni
Proof: Consider the quadratic Lyapunov function candidate as
V ZOH(t) = x
T (t)Lx(t). Using system representation 1 and Cauchy-Schwartz in-








−Lx(t)− Le(k) + f(e(k)) + f̃(x̂(t)) + d(t)
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f̃ i(x̂i(t)) + di(t)
]
(2.10)
Through applying the event trigger condition (6) with 0 < σi ≤ 1 and then
∆VZOH is negative definite while VZOH is positive definite. Therefore, the ZOH dis-
tributed event-triggered closed-loop multi agent system is globally asymptotically
stable and consensus. In other words, as t→∞ , xi → 0, xi → xj, ∀i, j = 1, 2, ...., N
, i 6= j.
Now to satisfy the stability condition according to Lyapunov Theory, VZOH(t)


















































Remark 1: In ZOH, the system is running closed-loop based on control input de-
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rived by using the local system state and its neighbors system state that are received
previously.
2.5 Adaptive model based event-triggered consensus
control for uncertain system
In the adaptive model-based event-triggered consensus control scheme, the model
parameters are constantly adjusted once per event when the MAS consensus con-
troller receives the corresponding MAS system state vector from the sensor. At the
update times, the MAS state vector of the MAS model is also updated with the
measurements obtained from local system; the update times are non-periodic in
general and are triggered by the size of the MAS state estimation error. As a conse-
quence, the model update is also not periodic in contrast with traditional adaptive
control literature [15]. With an adaptive model-based scheme, the restriction on
the system uncertainty bound being small in the case of constant model [19] can
be relaxed since the MAS dynamics can be completely unknown. The MAS model
parameters are updated online via adaptation whenever a new MAS state mea-
surement is obtained. The feedback gain matrix is time-varying and can force the
MAS model estimation error to converge to zero quickly. Therefore, techniques
such as estimation [15] and adaptation [16] are used in this paper to derive novel
distributed event-triggered consensus control scheme with unknown system dy-
namics. First, system states are estimated by using an adaptive state estimator or
adaptive model. By using the current model parameters, the feedback gain matrix
is generated once when the event triggering condition is not met. During other
times, it will generate the state estimates for generating control input but the gain
matrix is fixed between the events. Second, adaptive model-based event-triggered
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consensus control scheme is derived based on the estimated state vector which can
maintain the stability even with unknown system dynamics.
2.5.1 Adaptive Estimator
Based on event-triggered design schemes [7-14], [19], the parameters of adaptive
state estimator will be updated only when the event is triggered and sensed MAS
system states are received at the controller. Recalling system dynamics (1), event-
triggeredMAS system and adaptive state estimator with received information xi(t)
can be represented as
ẋi(t) = f(xi(t)) + ui(t) + di(t) = θ
T
i zi(t), ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N (2.13)
˙̂xi(t) = f̂ i(xi(t)) + ui(t) + d̂i(t) = θ̂
T
i (t)zi(t) (2.14)
where θi = [Wfi Wdi 1]T ,θ̂i(t) = [Ŵ fi(t) Ŵ di(t) 1]
T represent the target and esti-
mated MAS dynamics of the model respectively, and zi,k = [ϕT (xi(t)) ϑT (t) uTi (t)]
T
denotes the augment state vector. Next, the MAS state estimation error dynamics
esi(t) can be derived as
ėsi(t) = ẋi(t)− ˙̂xi(t) = θTi zi(t)− θ̂Ti (t)zi(t) = θ̃Ti (t)zi(t) (2.15)
with θ̃i(t),∀i = 1, 2, ..., N is the parameter estimation error. Next, defining the up-
date law for the unknown parameters θ̂i(t) as
˙̂
θi(t) = αθiθ̂i(t) + αeiγi(t)zi(t)e
T
si(t),∀i = 1, 2, ..., N (2.16)
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where αθi, αei is the tuning parameter for agenti that satisfies 0 < αθi, αei < 1 and
γi(t) is an indicator for the event trigger condition, i.e.
γi(t) =
 1 event is initiated0 event is not initiated ,∀i = 1, 2, ..., N (2.17)
Meanwhile, adaptive parameter estimation error dynamics θ̃i(t) can be expressed
as
˙̃θi(t) = −αθiθ̃i,k(t)− αeiγi(t)zi(t)eTsi(t),∀i = 1, 2, ..., N (2.18)
Compared with traditional adaptive estimator schemes [15] where the updates are
done periodically, event-based non-periodic tuning law is used here which tunes
the state estimator in a non-periodic manner.
Remark 2: : Since consensus control gain matrix is selected using the multi
agent systemmodel parameters, the actual system (1) can be unstable. This model-
based approach can work for unstable systems.
In adaptive model-based distributed event-triggered multi-agent system, the
adaptive state estimator and feedback gain matrix should be updated when the
above is not satisfied.
2.5.2 Adaptive model-based event triggered control for uncertain
system
Comparedwith traditional ZOH and fixedmodel-based event-triggered consensus
control schemes, proposed adaptive model-based consensus methodology has to
consider not only the impact from event triggering, but also effects from unknown
system dynamics. The consensus control input is generated by using estimated
MAS states.
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Consider the heterogeneousMASand adaptive estimator represented by (1) and
(11) respectively with adaptive model-based event-triggered consensus control in-
put ui(t) = −f̂ i(x̂i(t)) + x̂i(t)−
N∑
ij=1,i 6=j
aij (xi(t)− xj(t)) + d̂i(t) latest received agenti
neighbors system state. The closed loop MAS system can be represented after ap-
plying the distributed consensus control input as
ẋi(t) = −Lixi(t)− Liei(k) + fi(ei(k))− f̂ i(x̂i(t)) + di(t)− d̂i(t) (2.19)
where
∥∥∥fi(x)− f̃ i(x)∥∥∥ ≤ ∆i the disturbance uncertainty.
In our proposed adaptive model-based distributed event triggered scheme, the
designed distributed consensus control input ui(t) = −f̂ i(xi(t)) + xi(t)−
N∑
ij=1,i 6=j
aij (xi(t)− xj(t)) which is based on adaptive MASmodel (f̂ i(xi(t), x̂i(t)) can
render the MAS estimator

x̂ i(t) = f̂ i (xi(t))− f̂ i (x̂i(t))−
N∑
j=1
aij (x̂i(t)− x̂j(t)) stable
asymptotically. The closed-loop adaptive model-based distributed event-triggered
system is also Input-to-state stable (ISS) [8][19] with respect to the estimation error
ei(t), ∀i = 1, 2, ....., N.
In adaptive model-based distributed event-triggered MAS, the adaptive state
estimator and feedback gain matrix should be updated when the following is not
satisfied
‖ei(t)‖2 ≤







with 0 < σi < 1 and l1 < 0.9Ni ,0 < l2 < 1− l1Ni
2.6 Simulation Results
In this section, the performances of proposed two distributed event-triggered con-
sensus control scheme (i.e. ZOH and adaptive model-based) are evaluated.
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Example: Consider a 3 agent MAS as ẋi(t) = (x3i (t)− xi(t)) + ui(t) + di(t) with ini-
tial conditions x1 = 5, x2 = −2, x3 = −3. The distributed event triggering condition
parameter and connectivity graph as shown in figure 1 except the 4th agent. The
disturbance d(t) has upper limit of 0.00198.




tributed event triggering condition
First, the performance of theZOHdistributed event-triggered consensus control
scheme is evaluated. The measurement error will be reset to zero when the norm
of measurement error exceeds the threshold. The sensor will transmit sensedMAS
system state to the controller since event is triggered. Figure 3 shows the total mea-
surement error (i.e. ‖ek‖ =
N∑
i=1
‖ei,k‖) and its threshold (9). In adaptivemodel-based
event-triggered control scheme, the model estimates as initialized as zero matrices
and subsequently updated on the fly. The model parameters are tuned online to
attain their target values over time. The adaptive tuning parameter is selected as
20
αe1 = 0.01,αe2 = 0.05 and [αe3 = 0.02. αθ1 = −2, αθ2 = −0.25 and αθ3 = −0.75.
In Figure 4, the performance of MAS adaptive model-based error events is shown.
Figure 2.4: Performance of the MAS adaptive model-based error norm ‖ek‖ =
N∑
i=1
‖ei,k‖ and the distributed event triggering condition
At the beginning, the MAS estimation error is large and error events are triggered
more frequently since MAS model needs to be tuned. After a short period, er-
ror events are obviously triggered much less frequently which would reduce more
network traffic than ZOHdistributed event-triggered consensus scheme. As can be
compared from Figure 3 and Figure 4, the error rate and consensus tracking is at
an advantage in adaptive model-based scheme.
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2.7 Conclusion
In this paper, a novel distributed event-triggered consensus control approach con-
sisting of non-linearity in state space model of MAS, a distributed event triggering
condition was derived. Even without the system dynamics, the proposed adaptive
model-based distributed event triggering scheme can not only improve the perfor-
mance of control system but also saves the network resources over the ZOH and
fixedmodel-based schemes. However, an initial online tuning phase of MAS adap-
tive estimator is needed before the performance improvement can be observed.
Lyapunov theory demonstrates asymptotic stability and consensus.
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Chapter 3
Optimal Self-Triggered Control and
Network Co-design for Networked
Multi-Agent System via Adaptive
Dynamic Programming
3.1 Abstract
In this paper, optimal self-triggered control and network co-design problem
has been studied for networkedmulti-agent system (MAS) with uncertain phys-
ical and network dynamics. There are twomain challenges, i.e. 1) effective mod-
eling of control andnetwork jointly is lacking, 2) uncertain physical andnetwork
dynamics complicate the optimal design significantly. To overcome these chal-
lenges, a novel control and network joint modelling algorithm has been devel-
oped for networkedMASfirstly. Specially, we consider the self-triggered control
design from physical system aspect and admission control design from network
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aspect. Next, adopting adaptive dynamic programming strategy, a novel online
time-based optimal self-triggered control and network admission co-modelling
has been proposed. The developed scheme could not only optimize both self-
triggering time and number of admitted agents, but also relaxes the requirement
of networked MAS physical system and network dynamics. For results we in-
clude simulation results as well.
Keywords - Networked multi-agent systems, admission control, self-triggered
control, consensus, Optimal co-design.
3.2 Introduction
Past decade has witnessed a significant increase in research of networked multi-
agent systems (MAS) and its implications for real-time implementations. Researchers
from controls as well as network and computation are invested in how to optimally
control both physical and network systems. Traditionally, networked MAS is de-
scribed as a feedbackMAS control system. Here the control parameters and control
loops are closed through a shared communication network. Since information (e.g.
sensor data, actuator data, reference line, target line, etc.) is exchanged through a
network connected MAS control system components (controllers, actuators, sen-
sors, etc.,) in networked MAS [2], network controllers could share information in
a more efficient manner and further improve networked MAS performance from
control and network aspects simultaneously. However, before reaping these ad-
vantages, there are several challenges that are to be solved, i.e. 1) how to model the
networked MAS from physical control system and practical network efficiently, 2)
how to optimize the physical system performance as well as upgrade the effective-
ness of network resource consumption.
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Recently, authors in [3] model network model based random delays and packet
dropouts and further investigate hownetwork imperfections, i.e. delays and packet
dropouts, affect the stability of networked control systems (NCS). Instead of sta-
bility, optimality is much more preferred. Therefore, [4] has considered the opti-
mal design problem for NCS with network imperfections. Specifically, network-
induced delays are considered as random variables. Moreover, adopting stochastic
optimal theory, an infinite horizon stochastic optimal control can be developed for
Networked Control System.
However, most existing NCS literatures, e.g. [3], [4], have several issues that
needs to be addressed: 1) The relationship between network imperfections and
network protocol has not been investigated effectively. 2) The consideration about
networkedMAS is lacking. 3) Real-time optimal network and control co-design for
networked MAS is extremely needed 4) in literature for NCS needs the knowledge
of system dynamics which cannot be known beforehand.
Next, considering the multi-agent consensus control problem, authors in [5]
presented event-triggered consensus controlwhere a discrete time based event driven
scenario has beenproposed, the information exchange happens onlywhen required.
Furthermore, in [6], authors developed a discrete time based scheme that controller
does not have to keep track of the errors all the time. Authors demonstrated that
self-triggered control is less demanding from the real-time controllers. However,
[5] and [6] assumed that the network communication will not be contaminated by
latency. This is not a practical case. In literatures like [7] and [8], authors presented
network models with delays. But it fails to truly integrate the physical system and
network channel as one entire control system. In this paper, we will develop a
novel control scheme where availability of real-time network resources is consid-
ered before admitting or dis-admitting a new physical agent to transmit over the
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communication channel. This scheme is then integrated with the physical control
systems and shared network to form a novel co-design that can benefit the network
and MAS simultaneously.
Themain contributions of this paper includes 1) A novel co-model of networked
multi-agent consensus control; 2) A novel optimal co-design has been proposed in-
cluding an admission control scheme from network aspect that allows new agents
to be admitted into network based on network usage history and physical system
requirement and an optimal control scheme; and 3) Consensus stability is guaran-
teed.
This paper is organized as: Section-2.3 problem formulation for optimal net-
workedMAS co-design. Section-2.4where admission control scheme anddistributed
self-triggered scheme with infinite horizon optimal consensus control is discussed.
And Section 2.5 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed scheme by simula-
tion results and 2.6 concludes the paper.
3.3 Problem Formulation
3.3.1 Networked Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)Co-Modeling
As shown in figure 1, wireless channel closes the loop for the control system. The
main objective for co-modeling is to effectively integrate the MAS physical system
aspect with network aspect into a dynamic model framework. In this paper, the co-
design for admission control from network aspect and MAS control from physical
system aspect has been considered. Therefore, the key point is to integrate the
admission control aspect with physical system dynamics. Inspired from [22], a
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Figure 3.1: Networked Control System
novel networked MAS co-design can be represented as
xi,k+1 = fi(xi,k, τi,k) + gi(xi,k, τi,k)ui,k (3.1)
where τi,k is the network delay of agent i at time instant k caused by network imper-
fections, xi,k, ui,k denote states and control input of agent i at time instant k respec-
tively. It is important to note that the co-model (1) is generated fromboth admission
control (i.e. network aspect) and MAS consensus control (i.e. physical system as-
pect). The details are shown as follows
Admission Control (Network Aspect): As in [22], the network imperfection in-
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with τi,k ∈ < denoting the delay induced by admission control,L ∈ < as the packet
length in buffer queueQL, BW ∈ < as the maximum bandwidth available,N being
the number of agents allowed at a particular instant when BW is the correspond-
ing bandwidth and µN = QLLBwlog2(N) . The theory of admission controller is given in
section 2.4.
Consensus Control (MAS physical system Aspect):
xi,k+1 = fi(xi,k, τi,k) + gi(xi,k, τi,k)ui,k+τ ik (3.3)
where xi,k ∈ <n is the state of the agent i at time k, ui,k+τ ik ∈ <n is input to system
for agent i at time k with delay (2) τk . And f, g are non-linear functions of the
control system dynamics.
Next, we formulate the infinite horizon optimal co-design problem.
3.3.2 Infinite Horizon Optimal Co-design
Inspired from [21], we need to minimize the cost function defined below by the
infinite horizon optimal co-design method





with ri(xi, ui) = xTi (t)Mixi(t) + uTi (t)Riui(t), being cost-to-go, φi(xi(t∞)) = xTi (t∞)
Si(t∞)xi(t∞), with Si(t∞) ∈ <n×n denoting terminal weighing matrix [23], Mi ∈
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<n×n, Ri ∈ <m×m represents the symmetric positive semi-definite matrix and the
positive definitematrix respectivelywhile t∞ represents the time far away in future.
In addition, the optimal value function is defined as in [5]. For sake of simplicity
we consider fi(x) = Aixi, and gi(x) = Bi where matrices A ∈ <n×n and B ∈ <n×m.
Therefore, using [25] and (4), we have








i Ri ui) ds
 (3.5)
According to Bellmans principal of optimality [21], the optimal cost function for




ri (xi(t), ui(t)) + Vi(xi, t∞)

Vi(xi, t∞) = φi(xi(t∞))
(3.6)
Here Vi(xi, t∞) = φi(xi(t∞)) = xTi Si(t)xi with Si(t) ∈ <n×n being the solution of
Recatti Equation defined as
ATi Si(t) + Si(t)Ai − Si(t)BiR−1i BTi Si(t) +Mi + Ṡi(t) = 0 (3.7)
where Ṡi(t) is the derivative of Si(t) with respect to time t. Ai and Bi are assumed
as stated earlier for agent i. The optimal input is obtained using optimal control
theory [21], we can develop constrained optimal co-design as
ui(t) = −K∗i xi(t) = −R−1i BTi Si(t)xi(t) (3.8)
where Kalman gain K∗i is given by K∗i = R−1i B∗i Si(t).
Remark 1: To obtain the optimality condition, the Ricatti Equation is sufficient
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and to solve it requires the model to be known in full detail. Therefore, solving
the ricatti Equation in a forward manner of time with unknown system model is a
difficult task.
3.4 AdmissionControl Scheme andSelf-TriggeredCon-
sensus Control for Networked MAS
3.4.1 Admission Control Scheme
Consider buffer dynamics of a wireless network system [12] given by the form,
~i(k + 1) = χi (ηi (~i(k)) + Tsµi,s(k)) (3.9)
where ~i(k) ∈ <n buffer occupancy at the k-th time instant i, Ts interval of measure-
ment, µi,s(k) ∈ <n is the source rate that is defined by feedback for agent i, ηi (~i(k))
is a non-linear function of buffer occupancy, source rate and service capacity, χi(•)
is a saturation function that satisfies the following criteria:
χi(c) = 0, if c ≤ 0,
= i, if c ≥ i,
= c, otherwise
For implementation purposeswewill ignore the saturation function. And go ahead
with the following updated function:
~i(k + 1) = ηi (~i(k)) + Tsµi,s(k) (3.10)
We define the instantaneous bandwidth requirement using the traffic that is
being accrued at each measurement interval and is known. The packet/cell loss
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requirement (PCR) is also used here.
∆Bwi(k) =
ηi (~i(k))− ηi(~i(k − 1))
Ts
(3.11)
where∆Bwi(k) is the additional bandwidth that is required by agent i, with Ts as
the sampling time. Further, the bandwidth requirement is given by:
Bwi(k + 1) = Bwi(k) + ∆Bwi(k) (3.12)
where Bwi(k + 1) and Bwi(k) represents the bandwidth at the time instant k +
1 and k for agent i, respectively. We always make sure the bandwidth requirement
does not exceed a maximum value. We denote it as Smax.
The available capacity is calculated by subtracting the current bandwidth usage
from all existing sources from maximum available bandwidth of the physical link.




Using available buffer space as an input to the controller, available network re-
sources can be calculated as:




where Φmax is themax buffer for the switch/network router. Queue length qi (k)
, and its past values are used to generate congestion indicator, and round-trip (RRT)
delays at the communicating node. The congestion indicator flag is set when the
past several buffer occupancy values are about 90% full, the rate of change of the
queue length is positive and high, the round-trip delays are large.
The algorithm can be summed up using following pseudo code.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo Code for Estimation of Network Congestion
1
Result: Congestion Flag Set or Reset
2
3 if qi (k) > 90% and qi (k − 1) > 90% and (RRT > 2RRTmin) then
4 Congestion flag = True;
5 else
6 Congestion flag = False;
7 end
8
With the correct estimation of bandwidth we check for admittance. Following
algorithm sums up the admittance pseudo code.
Algorithm 2: Pseudo Code for Agent Admittance
1
Result: Admit or Reject Source
2
3 if available network resources > 10% and congestion flag == True and
available capacity > PCR then






3.4.2 Infinite Horizon Optimal Distributed Self-Triggered Con-
sensus Control
Using (2) and admission control of previous subsection, we calculate the delays
that are being experienced by the network. For simplicity of derivation we will
assimilate the delay τ (2) in time t+ τ and denote it simply as t.
Next, we consider N agents, with states denoted by xi for agent i. Further the
dynamics of the agents are supposed to obey single integrator model as:
ẋi = ui i ∈ {1, 2, ....., N} (3.15)
where ui signifies control input to the system.




(xi − xj) (3.16)
As shown in [20] for a connected graph, all agents states converge to a common






Next, a model-free reinforcement learning based algorithm will be developed
to obtain the optimal consensus control.
Recall to the Bellman equation [2], for a continuous time system, theQ-function
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can be expressed as




























 , t ∈ [t,∞), Gi(t∞) =
Si(t∞) 0
0 0
 , t = t∞ (3.19)
The optimal control gain Ki∗ can be defined as follows using [23] and (18),
Ki
∗ = R−1BTSi(t) = G
−1
i,uu(t)Gi,ux(t) (3.20)
Similar to [23], to learn theQ-function andG-matrix a model-free online tuning
is incorporated.
Using the result of [23], continuous time-varying action which is uniform in
nature, the dependent function [24], Qi(xi, ui, t) , the vector form can be expressed
as
Qi(xi, ui, t) = zi
T (t)Gi(t)zi(t) = θi
Tσi(t)z̄i(t) = θi
Tψi(zi, t) (3.21)
where θiTσi(t) = ḡi(t) = vecT (Gi(t)) ∈ <l×
(n+m)2
2 with θi ∈ <p is the parameter
vector which is the target and σi(t) ∈ <p×
(n+m)2
2 represents the basis function which
is time dependent, of the Q-function estimator. Moreover, the argument state zi(t)






i,1(t), ..., zi,1(t)zi,l(t), z
2
i,2(t), ..., zi,l−1(t)zi,l(t),
z2i,l(t)] is the Kronecker product quadratic polynomial basis vector. In addition,
vec() function is represented alike [25]. Figure 3 enumerates the steps needed to be
followed in the form of flowchart. The function estimator parameter θi(t) will be
updated at each time instant by using (22). We force the terminal cost estimation
error and temporal difference (TD) error to zero and then we update the control
gain by using (20) and tuned Q-function parameter, we define

















r(xi(τ), ui(τ))dτ , and
ei,z(t) = φi(xi(t∞))− θ̂i
T
(t)σi(t∞)z̄i(t).
For proof refer to [23]. When we reach the final time, the proposed approach is
supposed to stop . If not then the estimated control and the Q-function estimator
gain is supposed to be tuned at the next sampling instant. Next, to better improve
the efficiency of the network resource, the self-triggering technique has been in-
tegrated with the optimal consensus control and further develop the distributed
self-triggered optimal consensus control for networked MAS. The distributed self-
triggering condition has been derived as follows. The distributed-self-triggering
algorithm leverages previous work [6] and [7].
Figure 2 shows the time line of control inputs for agents j and i. Observe here
that the control inputs for different agents are given different notations. However,
in the proposed algorithm, the control inputs are triggered for all the agents even
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Figure 3.2: Time line of control inputs for agents j and i





k) ∀i, j = 1, 2, ...., N (3.23)
The algorithm shown in Figure 3 relies on present information from other agents
to calculate its control over its next interval.
The control for agent i is based on the state error between vehicle i and its neigh-
bors defined in Laplacian L matrix [7]. In deriving the optimal control for each
agent we will use the optimal control gain,K∗i which was estimated using the infi-
nite horizon approach discussed earlier. Since the consensus is reached when the
error becomes zero for all the agents in their neighborhood, the resulting control











where Li is the i-th row ofmatrix and xi(tiki) is the presently known information
of agent i.





k)(t − tik) + xj(tik) (3.25)
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Figure 3.3: Flow chart for Infinite horizon optimal regulator











k)(t− tik) + xj(tik)
])
(3.26)






















) = ei(t) + xi(t) and xj(t
j
kj
) = xj(t) + ej(t) (3.29)





xi(t)− xj(t) + ei(t)− ej(t)− ẋj(tik)(t− tik)
))
Next, using a simplified equation with previously mentioned substitutions, we
have
ẋi = −Lixi − Liei + λi (3.30)






Note as stated earlier, the time t considered for derivation of (29) considers the
co-model parameter delay τ assimilated in itself and the optimal control gainmatrix
K∗i , thus completing a truly co-modelled Network MAS.
Theorem 1 (Distributed Self-Triggering Condition for multi agent system consensus):
In distributed self-triggered multi agent system (1), the control input should be
triggered and controller should be updated when the following is satisfied
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, 0 < a < 1 , Pi = − |Ni| ζi +
∑
j∈Ni






























Remark 3: In self-triggered consensus control approach, it is not necessary to
monitor the error states continuously as in event-triggered consensus control. The
next update is calculated by using present available information. This way the
micro-controller has lesser overheads and self-triggered consensus control is more
feasible.
3.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results from the admission controller Multi-
Agent Networked control system with Self-triggered control.
Example: For the admission controller we define network resources to be used
by limited agents. Maximum agents to be allowed is confined till 6. Max buffer size
is 10 bits. Max bandwidth is 90bps (bits per second) with each agent considered
to be sending a variable packet length of max 30 bits. The packet length changes
with the amount of control input needed to drive a particular agent. This allows
for only 3 agents to transmit information at a time when states are too far apart
and all 6 agents can transmit if states are not far apart. We use (30) to calculate
the error and assign a linear relationship between packet length and error such
that max(error) = max(length) = min(agents) and min(error) = min(length) =
max(agents) . Sampling time T is 0.001 sec. For the self-triggered control of MAS,
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we have initial conditions of agents as,
x_init = [2.35, 4.5, -3.75, 1.60, − 0.35, -5.05]
σ = 0.95, a = 0.75 , ∂= 6, B = I6×6 and
A =

1.38 −0.2077 6.715 −5.676 1.067 1.067
−0.5814 −4.29 0 0.675 1.343 5.893
1.067 4.273 −6.654 5.893 −4.29 0
0.048 4.273 1.343 −2.104 4.273 1.343
−4.29 1.067 1.067 0.048 0 −4.29
4.235 0.048 6.715 4.273 −6.654 0.048

with x = [xT1 xT2 xT3 xT1 xT2 xT3 ]
T ∈ <6×1. Define the performance index as













as M = 5I6×6 and R = I4×4 where I denotes identity matrix and t∞ = 6 sec and
terminal weighing matrix is given as Si(t∞) = 5I6×6 .
Next, we consider a continuous-time system. We implement our proposed scheme
in this system. The state dynamics dictated by (3), in the presence of complete un-





∈ <12×1 . An initial admissible control is chosen as u0 =
−0.48I6×6x . The regression function has state-dependent part forQ-functionwhich
is selected as {z2i,1, zi,1zi,2, zi,1zi,3, ....., z2i,12} . The tuning parameter is selected as






Figure 3.4: Consensus control for 6 agents with no admission control
Figure 4. shows the simulation results when the admission controller is not em-
ployed and network parameters are kept as discussed at the starting of this section.
It can be seen that the consensus was not achieved in 6 seconds
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Figure 3.5: Admission control simulation
Figure 5. shows the admission controlled by NCS. Here the simulation starts
with 3 agents and according to the stability of the physical system admission con-
troller goes on adding more agents as needed.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation Result for Self-Triggered Control under Admission Con-
trolled NCS
In figure 6, the self-triggered control simulation starts with first 3 agents with
initial states at 2.35, 4.5 and -3.75. When the agents start to converge and the system
is in relatively stable state admission controller starts adding new agents one at a
time. This continues till all the agents converge to the average of initial states (17)
and thus proves to be effective.
3.6 Conclusion
In this paper, a novel optimal admission control and self-triggered consensus con-
trol co-design has been developed for networked MAS with unknown system dy-
namics. To better optimize the MAS physical system performance and network
resource simultaneously, a novel networked MAS co-model has been developed
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that can effectively present the networked MAS from both control and network as-
pects. Next, adopting the emerging reinforcement learning technique, a novel dis-
tributed optimal co-design has been designed that could not only optimize the self-
triggering time, MAS consensus control, and also maximize the number of agents
that can access the network. Due to the feature of reinforcement learning technique,
proposed algorithm can relax the requirement about networked MAS system dy-
namics and further improve the practicality.
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Themethodologies proposed in this thesis in the first two chapters were tested out-
doors using three octacopters and a ground vehicle. The consensus was achieved
in position, heading and altitude. The system consists of many different compo-
nents interacting with each other to make flying possible. Following 6 are the main
components which are described here.
• Airframe: The octacopter drone used as agents.
• AutoPilot: Used for low level control of the airframe.
• Companion Computer: Onboard computer for high level decision making
and control.
• Communication Devices: Radio devices used to exchange information be-
tween agents and base station.
• Real time Kinematic Global positioning system: High precision GPS re-
ceivers used for accurate positioning.
• Ground Control Station: Base station used for drone tracking.
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4.1 Airframe
The airframe used in this project is the DJI S1000 frame. This frame is build from
syntheticmaterial call carbonfiberwhich is a lightmaterialwith high tensile strength.
The company DJI Inc. made this frame with robustness and ease of photography
kept in mind. The figure 4.1 shows top-side view of the completed DJI frame octa-
copter.
Figure 4.1: DJI S1000 Frame
4.2 AutoPilot Hardware: Pixhawk
Pixhawk is an open-hardware project. It is widely used by hobbyists and industri-
alists alike. It features a main controller processor and a math co-processor which
delivers a high precision code completions. Figure 4.2 shows the pixhawk autopilot
used with the DJI S1000 airframe.
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Figure 4.2: Autopilot - Pixhawk
4.3 Companion Computer: Odroid XU4
ODROID-XU4 is a small form factor computing device capable of running a full
fledged operating system. Further information about this device can be found at
http : //www.hardkernel.com/main/products/prdtinfo.php?gcode = G143452239825
4.4 CommunicationDevices: DigiMeshXBeeModules
Xbee and Xbee-pro digiMesh 2.4 is copyright of digi family of communication de-
vices. They are radio frequency modules which provides a peer-to-peer and mesh
networking capabilities. These devices aremicro devices used in embeddedwidely.
They provide robust communications which is defined by their one of a kind rout-
ing capabilities for embedded networking.
Figure 4.4 shows the Xbee-pro digimesh module used in the project. The Antenna
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Figure 4.3: odroid
used by thismodule producesmore power and has a better range than the previous
antenna xbee had.
4.5 Global Positioning Device: Piksi RTK GPS Mod-
ule
Piksi RTK GPS modules are designed specifically for unmanned vehicles be it air,
water or groundbased. Theyprovide a small form factor extremeprecisionGPS/GNSS
functionality. The company also provides these in different sizes and forms. This
project uses the 53x53mmform factor. The Piksi transceiver supports a high-performance,
onboard Digital Signal Processor (DSP) and a flexible correlation accelerator. Fig-
ure 4.5 shows the swift navigation RTK GPS used for the project.
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Figure 4.4: Xbee-pro Digimesh 2.4 GHz
4.6 Ground Control Station
The ground control station used for the project is the Mission Planner. This soft-
ware is freely available under LGPL v2 liscense. This software is used to visualise
the position of the aircraft and it can also provide some high level commands as
takeoff, land , GPS locations and basically all path planning details. To convert the
Mavlink frames to machine understandable frames, a companion microcontroller
is used in conjunction with the Ground control station. This microcontroller is Ar-
duino Mega 2560. Figure 4.6 shows Arduino Mega 2560 used in the project.
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Figure 4.5: RTK GPS
4.7 System Integration
For the purposes of this project, 3 DJI S1000 frames were used. Each system is
exactly the same except the sensing capability. One of the drone is equipped with
HD camera and gymbal, while others are equipped with a thermal sensor and a
wireless heartbeat sensor. Figure 4.7 shows the system integration. The figure
shows an extra Octacopter with Lidar, this will be researched upon in future.
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Figure 4.6: Arduino Mega
Figure 4.7: Multiple Agents Octacopter
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4.8 Complete System Integration
The software consists of two parts i.e. CommunicationMatrix andMAVLinkXbee
encapsulator. These have been developed in Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. Remainder of the
chapter elucidates the contents and design of the software. Inmost cases the design
is only a means to allow the reader to understand the contents more easily.
4.9 Defining the Communication Model
4.9.1 Prerequisites
1. Python 2.7.6 Make sure the system has python binaries installed. To check
the installation and version of the installation open a terminal and run the
following command:
Command: python - -version
If user get output which is written as python 2.7.6 or greater one is good to go.
If not then run the following command:
Command: sudo apt-get install python
2. python-Serial Make sure the system has proper python-serial binaries in-
stalled. This program relies on python-Serial to send and receive messages
over the Radio and XBEE communication channel. To check the installation
run the following command: Command: sudo apt-get install python-serial
It will tell if one needs to install or it is already installed.
There is a package named python3-serial available in the ubuntu repository.
Do not install this if the system has python 2.7.6 installed. If user has python3
installed then only install python3-serial on to the system.
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4.9.2 Graphical User Interface for Communication Matrix
This part of the software is the first step that will get the communicationworking in
a user defined topology. It has to be run where Ground Control Station is installed.
To run this part of the software make sure one has completed the ?? Prerequisites.
To use this software one needs to define the communicationmodel of the multi-
ple agents. Hypothetically lets say user wants 3 agents to workwith. Arrange them





One can add multiple agents to the software right at the first screen as shown in
figure 4.8. Lets assume user wants to add 3 agents as discussed earlier.
Figure 4.8: Communication Matrix GUI add agents
Further if onewants to have a topologywhere communication between agents 2
and 1 is bidirectional and communication between 3 and 1 is unidirectional with 3
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Figure 4.9: Communication Matrix GUI
sending to 1 and communication between 3 and 2 is unidirectional with 3 sending
to 2 then intuitively one would want to enable A21, A12, A31 and A32 from the
matrix. Needless to say A11, A22 and A33 will not make any difference if enabled
or disabled.
The same is true with Communication matrix for this software. Figure 4.9 will
show the exact scenario as discussed.
Different agents are assigned different number with the help of ini file. In the
software all the agent mac addresses are added serially. One can add all the agent’s
mac addresses as follows:
As shown in figure 4.10. One can add different mac addresses viaADD button
in the file menu.
After selecting the ADD button in file menu, one will see default text editor
opened and user can add all the mac addresses as shown in figure 4.11.
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Make sure one has the mac address written under agent number with every 8
bits separated by a colon (:). The number of mac agents specified in step 1 overrides
the number of agents specified in mac addresses file (ini file). And the first 8 bits
define the agent number followed by space. Please refer to figure 4.10. Messing up
the file format in any way will render the communication system unpredictable.
If user does not specify the communication model the default communication
is fully enabled. That is all the agents will communicated with one another bidi-
rectionally.
Figure 4.10: Communication Matrix GUI add mac
Once user has decided the topology and set the mac addresses correctly, press
the button Send.
The software will configure the agents and ground control station to communi-
cate in the defined topology. If in case user wants to change the number of agents
in between the experiment press Update: Agents. This will take user to the first
screen as depicted in figure 4.8. Then follow the steps as described above.
4.10 MAVLink Xbee Encapsulator
This software is part of companion computer of the UAV. It is responsible for com-
municating between pixhawks and ground control station. The ground control sta-
tion that is available on internet i.e. Mission Planner for windows or APM Planner
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Figure 4.11: Add mac
for ubuntu are Single Vehicle capable (with a reduced support to show multiple
vehicles) as of when this document was written. To enhance the multiple vehi-
cle displaying capabilities this software uses XBEEs with Digimesh protocol. This
protocol theoretically allows upto 65536 maximum agents to communicate simul-
taneously.
4.10.1 MAVLink Protocol
MAVLink is short for Micro Air Vehicle Link. It was created by Lorenz Meier in
2009 to cater needs of communication between small unmanned vehicles be it air,
ground or water based. Pixhawks and similar commercial Auto-Pilots are using
MAVLink protocol as a sole communication mode with different Ground Control




As already mentioned MAVLink is a protocol which is a header-only message li-
brary; it works solely as an effective end to end message delivery system. The
communication happens as encoded stream of bytes sent serially via radios. Each
mavlink message varies between 10 bytes to 68 bytes. Following Table shows the
structure of Mavlink packets.







0 Denotes start of frame 0xFE
Payload-
length




2 This is used to detect packet
loss and retransmissons




4 Identification for Internal
subsystem e.g. IMU or GPS









Checksum of the entire
packet except the Start of
frame delimiter. LSB First
Table 4.2: Mavlink Frame Structure
• System ID: This number is a unique number defining the source and desti-
nation. This is included in dispatch a message to the controller pixhawk via
radio or USB port.
• Message ID: This field tells what is a particular message about.
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• Component ID: This is planned for future presently not in use. This is a sub-
system inside the main system.
• CRC: This field is used for integrity checking. It is calculated using part of the
messages and added as last two bytes in to the sending message itself. ITU
X.25/SAE AS-4 hash standard is used to calculate the CRC which includes
Start-of-Frame indicator.
• Payload: This field contains the actual data that will be used to communicate
between the Pixhawk andGroundControl station. A seed value is also added
to the end of the messages when calculating the CRC. This seed is different
for every message.
Protocol Processing:
The mavlink packet is a data pack that contains a non-constant number of bytes for
different messages. Pixhawk gets streaming bytes via radio modules, gets into the
physical stack via. radio and decodes the message in software stack. The packets
contain the payloadwhich is needs to be extracted. Following are the steps the code
need to do to extract the information.
1. The code interpreter has a method called handlemessage. This is present in
ArduPilot/arducopter folder in GCS_Mavlink.cpp.
It basically decodes the System ID and Component ID from the packets. Any
system usingMavlink has a System ID and a Component ID. The Component
ID is for a subsystem attached to Pixhawk.
2. Extraction of payload data from the message is done and put into data pack-
ets. This data structure is based on a type of information.
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3. A data structure is formed by putting together the data. There are numerious
types of data structures e.g. for RC channels, GPS positioning etc. that puts
together same things together.
Ground Station Control to Quadcopter:
After encoding or decoding System ID and Component ID, the software moves to
encoding or decoding theMessage ID MAVLINK_MSG_ID_ type and once themessage
is detected, the payload information is decoded and used. Following are some of
the Message IDs used for the purposes of this project
1. MAVLINK_MSG_ID_GPS_RAW_INT #24 This message encapsulates global posi-
tion. This is a raw sensor value and not global position estimate of the system.
It has information related to latitude, longitude and altitude.
2. MAVLINK_MSG_ID_GLOBAL_POSITION_INT #33 This message encodes the lati-
tude, longitude, altitude, heading and GPS based ground speed.
3. MAVLINK_MSG_ID_GPS_RTK #128 This message encodes Piksi GPS receiver’s
information. Same as the GPS INT message, it contains the latitude, longi-
tude and altitude information.
4. MAVLINK_MSG_ID_ATTITUDE #30Thismessage encapsulated the roll, pitch, yaw,
rollspeed, pitchspeed and yawspeed information.
5. MAVLINK_MSG_ID_ADSB_VEHICLE #246 This message give the location and in-
formaiton of ADSB vehicle. It has following information encapsualted: ICAO
address, latitude, longitude, altitude type, altitude, heading, horizontal ve-
locity, vertical velocity, call sign, emitter type, time since last communication
in seconds, flags and squawk code.
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Copter to Ground Control Station
The Ground Control Station is like a mediator between the operator and the copter.
Copter sends the information and GCS displays them on the screen.
Following is a code snippet which decodes the byte stream in this project soft-
ware:





#print "mav len : " + (mav_len)
a = int(b,16)




#print "component id is :" + str(int((mav_compid).encode("hex")))
mav_msgid = (px4_intf.read())
#print "message id is :" + str(int((mav_msgid).encode("hex"),16))




4.10.2 Arduino - Encapsulator and Decapsulator
The main objective of using an embedded microcontroller connected to GCS is to
encapsulate the API headers to the existing Mavlink frames from and to the GCS.
For the purposes of this project Arduino Mega 2560 was selected. The Arduino
Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560. It has 54 digital
input/output pins (of which 15 can be used as PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs,
4 UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a
power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button.
Arduino boards support serial library where the digital input/output pins can be
converted to UARTs (hardware serial ports). During the initial testings it was found
that making a digital input/output to a software serial port and switching it be-
tween the physical UART ports, an extra clock of processing is required which
makes the mavlink frame skip a byte each time it switches between the physical
UART port and the sotware serial port. To overcome this issue, multiple physical
UARTports are required to be present on the embedded board. This led to selecting
the Arduino Mega 2560 over the Arduino Uno board.
Figure 4.12: Arduino Mega Encapsulator Decapsulator
Figure 4.12 shows the process of encapsulating mavlink frames from a ground
control station GCS to all the way up to the communication to the quadcopter.
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As described in section 3.1 API headers can be added to arbitary data and sent
over the XBee Digimesh network. Next in section 3.2 Mavlink frames were de-
scribed where communication from GCS to Drones was described. The idea here
is to intercept the communication between the GCS and Drone and add new com-
munication channel as XBee API framings.
Figure 4.13: Arduino XBee Communication Process
Figure 4.13 shows the process of encapsulation. The decapsulation is just the
reverse of this process. The Data from GCS is intercepted and each mavlink frame
that starts with the start of frame delimiter till the two byte checksum (already
discussed in section 3.2) of the frame is put inside the data frame structure of the
API frame (discussed in section 3.1).




2. Initialize api headers
3. Read from GCS
a. Wait for Mavlink STX
b. Read the data
c. Encapsulate the mavlink data including stx with headers of step 2.
d. Calculate CRC
e. Add CRC as trailer
f. Send via XBee serial port
4. Read from XBee interface
a. Wait for api STX
b. Read Data
c. Decapsulate the API data structure from MAV STX till MAV CRC2
d. Send via Serial Interface to GCS
4.11 Experimental Results
Experiments were performed at 2 places, one indoors at Department of Electrical
and Biomedical Engineering, University of Nevada, Reno at 1664 N Virginia St,
Reno, NV 89557 and the second one outdoors at Rancho San Rafael Park at 1595 N
Sierra St, Reno, NV 89503.
The aim of the experiments was to visualise the locations of multiple Quad
Copters on a Ground Control Station and log the data on the companion computer
"Odroid".
Figure 4.14. illustrates the visualisation on a ground control station (GCS) called
"APMPlanner" which is a Linux based GCS freely available under LGPL v2 license.
As shown in Figure 4.14 two main components of the interface are QuadCopter
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Figure 4.14: Indoor Test
List Pane and Map section.
Figure 4.15: Disable Enable button for GCS
After starting theGCS userwill need to connect theQuadCopter Radio interface
by clicking the right top corner of the GUI, as show in Figure ??. Default discon-
nected icon looks like the picture as shown on right side.
Once proper baudrate and ports are selected, the icon turns green and user will
be able to see the copters on the map.
Figure 4.16 shows the Quadcopter List Pane. Users can click on any one of
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Figure 4.16: Side Pane Multiple Quadrotors
the quadcopters and send control commands, if needed. It shows the name of the
Quad-copters as shown "MAV 053", "MAV 045" and "MAV 072". Is also shows some
basic information like speed, time since copter started, Copter Modes etc.
One important note on this pane is user can at any time shut off the Onboard Pix-
hawk from here.
Next important section of the GUI is the MAP and quad visualisation. Figure
4.17 below shows the MAP and the three copters.
The top side of the figure above shows the Latitude, Longitude and a few dif-
ferent information from GPS receiver. This information changes once user selects
a different copter from the Quad Pane.
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Figure 4.17: Ground control Station MAP Section
The other outdoor experiment that was performed in Rancho San Rafael was
also based on getting visual conformation of GPS data being sent by copters and
Logging the data on the companion computer "Odroid".
Screenshot 4.18 below shows the same experiment as above outdoors.
In this experiment the quad copters were kept stationary at different places.
Following are snap snapshots of the CSV log file from the Companion Com-
puter Odroid:
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Figure 4.18: Outdoors Experiment Test
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Figure 4.19: Data Log 1
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Figure 4.20: Data Log 2
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Figure 4.21: Data Log 3
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Figure 4.22: Data Log 4
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Figure 4.23: Data Log 5
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Figure 4.24: Data Log 6
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Figure 4.25: Data Log 7
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Figure 4.26: Data Log 8
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Figure 4.27: Data Log 9
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Figure 4.28: Data Log 10
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Figure 4.29: Data Log 11
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In conclusion, this thesis presents theoritical approaches for event-triggered con-
sensus control and self-triggered consensus control. In addition to these schemes,
further development to them is also proposed. In case of event triggered consen-
sus control, a novel distributed consensus control capable of handling a high or-
der non-linearity with system uncertainities was presented. The proposed adap-
tive model was shown to have better performance than the traditional Zero Order
Hold schemes. In case of self-triggered consensus control, a novel optimal net-
work admission control co-design was presented. The proposed scheme utilized
reinforcement learning technique, which takes care of the optimality condition for
self-triggered consensus control. It also presented a novel network admission and
consensus control scheme that can maximize the performance while keeping the
stability criteria as a central theme.
In addition to theoritical simulations and results, this thesis presented a multi-
agent drone control system both in hardware and software. The hardware pre-
sented was developed using state-of-the art drone system and accessories available
at the time of writing this thesis and the software part was developed specifically
for the purpose of testing the presented methodologies. However, as the presented
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methodologies are of general nature, small tweaks are essential to mould this sys-
tem for a number of different consensus control systems especially resource con-
strained embedded platforms such as drones. In the end, this thesis presented two
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